April 21, 2015
Ms. Crystal Wilson
City of Detroit
Historic District Commission
Coleman A. Young Municipal Center
2 Woodward Avenue, Suite 808
Detroit, Michigan 48226
RE: Eddystone Hotel – Request for Rehabilitation Concept Approval
100 Sproat Street, at the northwest corner of Sproat and Park Avenue
Dear Ms. Wilson:
Euclid Enterprises, LLC, an Ilitch-affiliated company and the owner of the Eddystone Hotel building (Owner), requests
that the Historic District Commission grant concept approval for the proposed rehabilitation of the building’s façade in
conjunction with the its redevelopment as a mixed-use project that includes ground floor retail and approximately 88
one and two-bedroom apartments on floors 2-13, with 20 percent of the units reserved as affordable housing. The
proposed floor plans for the renovated building are attached as Exhibit A. Following concept approval, the Owner
intends to proceed with the detailed planning and design work required for a certificate of appropriateness for the
exterior work.
The following describes the building’s history, its existing condition, and the proposed exterior work, which includes:
complete masonry restoration, complete window replacement, storefront replacement, and roof restoration work. This
work is planned to coincide with development of the adjacent Detroit Events Center. Per agreements with the City of
Detroit and the City of Detroit Downtown Development Authority, the redevelopment work will be completed within
one year of the issuance of a temporary or permanent certificate for occupancy of the Detroit Events Center.
Background
The building is a 13-story steel-frame brick, limestone and terra-cotta-clad structure. The hotel’s overall footprint is
rectangular, measuring 62 feet on Park Avenue and 105 feet on Sproat Street. The building’s exterior design is in the
Italian Renaissance style with a two-story base finished in large rusticated blocks of limestone and displaying tall arched
openings, a more plain central section above the base, and a highly finished top or attic crowned by an elaborate
entablature and cornice. The two primary decorative facades face south on Sproat Street and east on Park Avenue. The
west facing façade has some decorative elements and adjoins an alley. The north facing façade has no decorative
elements and adjoins vacant land.
The building was built in 1924 by Lew W. Tuller (1869-1957), and designed by Louis Kamper (1861-1953). The hotel was
constructed with 156 rooms, a restaurant and shops on the first floor. In 1928, four years after it was built, Tuller lost the
hotel to foreclosure. In that same year Security Trust sold the Eddystone to hotelier David P. Katz. Katz owned the
building until 1966. It was operated as a transient hotel up until the late 1990s when it was closed. Euclid Enterprises
acquired the building from Eddystone Development, LLC in 2010.
The building is listed on the National Register of Historic Places and sits within a single building, local historic district.
Masonry Restoration
The primary decorative facades (south and east facing) are composed of a rusticated limestone base, buff color face
brick on the majority of the façade, and decorative terra cotta detailing at floor 3, floor 12, and at the cornice. The
limestone base is generally in good condition with significant graffiti, minor atmospheric staining, and minimal surface
spalling. Face brick on the two primary facades is generally in good condition, with focused areas of damage at the
building corners and at the ledge angles at each floor line. The terra cotta detailing is in varying condition, with some
areas of significant damage.
The Owner proposes to fully rehabilitate all areas of damaged masonry. All sound existing materials will be cleaned
using the gentlest means possible, and in accordance with the National Park Service preservation brief guidelines.
Missing or damaged bricks will be replaced in kind. New mortar will match the existing in color, texture, strength, and
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material composition. Damaged limestone will be repaired with suitable patching materials to match the color and
texture of the existing limestone. Terra cotta detailing will be retained where possible, and repaired with suitable
patching materials to match the color and texture of the existing terra cotta. Where terra cotta is too damaged to repair,
replacement materials will be fabricated from glass reinforced fiberglass panels that replicate the historic profiles and
color. The proposed scope of façade work is shown on Exhibit B.
This scope of work meets Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation #6: Deteriorated historic features shall be

repaired rather than replaced. Where the severity of deterioration requires replacement of a distinctive feature, the new
feature shall match the old in design, color, texture, and other visual qualities and, where possible, materials.
Replacement of missing features shall be substantiated by documentary, physical, or pictorial evidence, and Standard
#7: Chemical or physical treatments, such as sandblasting, that cause damage to historic materials shall not be used.
The surface cleaning of structures, if appropriate, shall be undertaken using the gentlest means possible.
Window Replacement
Historically, the windows on the building were one-over-one double-hung wood windows at floors 2-13. The windows
on floors 2 and 3 of the building have been completely removed and blocked in with concrete masonry units (CMU) for
security reasons. On floors 4-13, portions of the original wood windows still exist, but are in very poor condition with
either one or both wood sashes missing completely from the frames at almost every window opening. The sashes that
remain are in very poor condition with a significant amount of separation at the sash components. Due to the significant
water damage to the building, the frames are also in very poor condition with much evidence of rot, especially at the
sills. (See Exhibit C, Window Condition Survey)
The Owner proposes to replace all windows with historic replica aluminum windows in accordance with NPS
Preservation Brief 9 – Window Replacement Guidelines. In circumstances such as exist here, Brief 9 permits replacement
windows if they match (i) the appearance, size, design, proportions, profiles, and sightlines of the existing historic
windows, (ii) the existing window position in the wall, and (iii) the dimensions of the individual elements including head,
sill, panes, jambs, sash, and overall depth. A Traco TR-9700 or approved historic replica alternate from another
manufacturer will be used here, with custom profiles created where necessary to replicate the historic profiles to within a
¼” tolerance of the historic windows. The window finish will complement the historic character of the building, and will
be an anodized medium bronze finish or a similar painted color. Glazing will be clear glass with an applied low-e
coating for maximum visible light transmittance. Final details of the proposed windows and window finishes will be
provided to HDC for final approval when available from the manufacturer.
This proposed scope of work meets the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation #6 as referenced above and
should be approved.
Storefront Replacement
All of the original storefront assemblies have been removed from the building and replaced with CMU infill for security
purposes. The Owner proposes to remove the CMU infill and install new storefront assemblies. Historic photos of the
building have been used to establish a compatible design for the new storefront assemblies as indicated in the attached
drawings. Historic photos showing previous storefront design are attached as Exhibit D.
The new storefront assemblies will be aluminum-framed with insulated glazing. Storefront framing will be minimized so
as to maintain the maximum area of glass that is feasible given material constraints. Historic transom configurations will
be simulated with aluminum storefront frames at the rectilinear transom openings and aluminum windows at the curved
transoms. Historic divided lights at the storefront and associated transoms will be simulated using applied decorative
aluminum muntin grids on both sides of the glass as well as an integral spacer within the insulated glazing unit. The
finish of the storefront frames will complement the historic character of the building, and will have an anodized medium
bronze finish or a similar painted color to match the aluminum windows on the rest of the building. Glazing will be clear
glass without any applied low-e coatings to maintain as much clarity as possible into the retail spaces. Final details of
the proposed storefront will be provided to HDC for final approval when available from the manufacturer.
This proposed scope of work meets the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation #9: New additions, exterior

alterations, or related new construction shall not destroy historic materials that characterize the property. The new work
shall be differentiated from the old and shall be compatible with the massing, size, scale, and architectural features to
protect the historic integrity of the property and its environment.
Rooftop Scope of Work
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The roof is largely open, with a small parapet around all four sides, a large central masonry penthouse over the
elevators, and a small masonry penthouse at the top of the mechanical shaft at the northwest corner of the building.
The parapet is in fair condition with some missing clay tile coping, and various roofing materials applied to its inner
face. The penthouses are in poor condition, with much masonry restoration required.
The roofing material is built-up asphalt membranes in fair condition and in need of replacement. As such, the entire roof
will be stripped of all existing roofing materials and replaced with new insulation and a single-ply roof membrane per
Michigan energy code.
The small mechanical penthouse is in very poor condition with significant risk of falling masonry units. It is located at the
rear corner of the building, and is not visible from either primary façade. The mechanical shaft was likely used as the
original flue for the building boilers, and is no longer required. We propose to remove the penthouse in its entirety, and
infill the shaft opening throughout the building. Maintaining the penthouse would cause long-term maintenance
problems for the building on a rooftop element that is largely secondary in nature to the historic character of the
structure. The roof opening will then be infilled, and the masonry parapet continued around the corner of the building.
The large penthouse is also in poor condition and in need of significant restoration. As such, all masonry will be
repaired/restored in accordance with the masonry scope of work outlined above. The footprint and height of the
penthouse will be maintained.
New rooftop mechanical equipment will be installed as required for the proposed residential use. The mechanical,
electrical and plumbing systems have not yet been design for the project, but it is anticipated that the new mechanical
system will utilize an air source heat pump system with rooftop condensers spread across the roof deck. Condensers are
typically about 6 feet tall, and would be located at the center of the roof deck to minimize visual impact from the
immediate adjacent blocks, especially from viewpoints of the two primary facades. If any visual impact is expected, the
rooftop equipment will be located in such a way so that the impacted views will be at the two secondary facades of the
building only. Final cut sheets and sightline studies will be submitted to HDC staff once available for final approval.
This proposed scope of work meets the Secretary of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation #6 & 9 as referenced above.
Conclusion
The items listed above and attached exhibits provide a synopsis of the Owner’s proposed scope of work for the
rehabilitation of the Eddystone Hotel building. All of the proposed rehabilitation work meets the Secretary of Interior
Standards for Rehabilitation Nos. 1-5, as well as the specific standards mentioned above. As such, we believe that this
concept plan should be approved.
Sincerely,
Kraemer Design Group, PLC

Brian Rebain, RA, NCARB
Architectural Director | Associate
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The Eddystone Hotel
Exterior Elevations December 17, 2014
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #1: Exterior, Primary Facades, SE Corner of Building. 11/26/14.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #2: Exterior, Secondary West Façade on Alley. 11/26/14.

Figure #3: Exterior, Secondary West Façade on Alley. 11/26/14.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #4: Exterior, Secondary North Façade at rear of building. 11/26/14.

Figure #5: Exterior, Secondary North Façade, close up view of masonry damage. 11/26/14.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #6: Floor 4, View of large windows at NW corner, Looking West. 11/26/14.

Figure #7: Floor 4, View of windows at SW corner, Looking West. 11/26/14.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #8: Floor 5, View window at east facade, Looking East. 11/26/14.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #9: Floor 5, View window at west façade, Looking West. 11/26/14.
Lower sash is missing; Upper sash has dropped down
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #10: Floor 5, View of windows at east facade, Looking East. 11/26/14.
Lower sashes are missing. Upper sashes are severely damaged and missing glazing and sash components

Figure #11: Floor 11, View of windows at S facade, Looking SW. 11/26/14.
Lower sashes are missing. Upper sashes are severely damaged with missing glazing and sash components
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #12: Floor 11, View of windows at South facade, Looking South. 11/26/14.
Multiple sashes are missing. Upper sash is severely damaged.

Figure #13: Floor 11, View of windows at West facade, Looking West. 11/26/14.
Window on right has been completely removed, including all frame components
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #14: Floor 12, View of windows at South facade, Looking South. 11/26/14.
Lower sashes are missing. Upper sashes are severely damaged.

Figure #15: Floor 12, View of windows at S facade, Close up. 11/26/14.
Remaining frame components and balance pockets are in very poor condition.
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Window Condition Photo Survey

Figure #16: Exterior, East Facade, Photo taken in 2001 prior to current ownership.
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City of Detroit Historic District Commission – Submission Materials

Historic photo of the Eddystone Hotel – 1920’s
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City of Detroit Historic District Commission – Submission Materials

Historic photo of the Eddystone Hotel – 1920’s
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City of Detroit Historic District Commission – Submission Materials

1937 historic photo of Eddystone Hotel.

1930’s historic photo of Eddystone Hotel.
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City of Detroit Historic District Commission – Submission Materials

Photo taken by Greg Kacir, July 21, 2001
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